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" Happiness can be found in the

smallest of things.It is our passion to

turn everyday routines into more

meaningfull moments "





" Rituals unveils these moments
and reminds you to experience

them with joy. Whether it’s taking a
nice long bath or creating a homey
atmosphere with the rich scent of
Asian incense, Rituals allows you

to find happiness in the smallest of
things. "

 
 
 

About us

Internship 5-6 months 

Amsterdam, Netherlands
Keizersgracht/Herengracht

Fleur van Hoeve
Recruitment@rituals.com

What? 

Where?

Who?

Information



SIGNATURE FRAGRANCES
 

A fine fragrance holds the power to
transform your mood, conjure up long
lost memories and embrace you with a

sense of comfort and well being.
Designing a new perfume can be

compared to creating a work of art: we
carefully uncover and combine all the
right ingredients in order to compose
the uniquely appealing character of

every single fragrance we create.

OUR RITUALS
 

Inspired by the wisdom and
ancient traditions of Asian

cultures, we created an
extensive collection of luxurious

yet affordable products for
home and body. We hope to
enrich your life using unique
signature fragrances that are

carefully designed and
composed by the world’s finest

perfumers.

PERFECT GIFTS
 

Whether you purchase a gift for
yourself or for someone else,

choosing the perfect gift is a breeze
with our luxurious collection of
home and body products. With

Rituals you give more than just a
present; you give the experience of
finding happiness in the smallest of

things. We believe that is how
meaningful moments are created.

 



WB Corps TM are for-profit companies that
use the power of business to build a more

inclusive and sustainable economy. 
 

The B Corp Certification doesn’t just evaluate a
product or service; it assesses the overall positive

impact of the company that stands behind it.



Wessel Haytink
Manager

Talent & Acquisition

Fleur van Hoeve
Senior Coordinator

Talent & Acquisition

THE TEAM

Fleur van veen
Intern 

Talent & Acquisition 



Marketing
Communications CHO / China
Communications CHO/ Trade
Communications CHO / PR
Communications Cho
Communications CHO / Partnershpis
Communications CHO/Social Media & Infl
Communications CHO/ Campagne
Marketing BeNeLux 

 

E - Commerce
E-Commerce / Content
E-Commerce / Merchandise

Retail 
Training & Development 
Retail Operations
Retail Operations
Master Franchise

PLACEMENTS
OPPORTUNITIES 
MARCH 2023

Human Resources
Recruitment CHO
HR Operations BeNeLux 

Wholesale 
Wholesale Online partners team
Wholesale Program management
Wholesale BeNeLux

Agency   
Agency CHO 

 

Format & Design
Workplace Services CHO
Format & Design CHO

Travel
Travel Marketing
Travel

 

Innovation
Innovation CHO

 

*CHO = central head office



PLACEMENTS OPPORTUNITIES 
FEBRUARY/MARCH 2023

Placements will be posted around Christmas for the
February/March intake on our careers page 

https://careers.rituals.com/nl/en




